
 
Minutes from  FOVM meeting of January 10, 2013   
 
Meeting called to order at 6:30 pm. 
Board Members in attendance: Lauri Lieske, Amy Sobajian, Annette Mercer, Jim Barrie, Kristin 
Duerr,  Ron Furuyama 
Others in attendance: Julie Markussen, Bonnie Roche-Blair, Noriko Peet, Cris Vicente, Lois 
Saucedo, Roger Griener, Elsa Shekelle, Mary Smith, Karen Fields-Blake 
 

General Report:  Kristin displayed the new banners for the 2 magnets, the school, and the 
PTSA that she would like to get hung on the front of the school (funded by PTSA).  Amy reported 
that realtor George Chung donated trumpets and that the alumni are supporting the music program.  
There was talk of a sports complex as a goal for the future at the Coffee with the Principal this 
morning.   Beautification day will be Feb 9 (still needs a chair).  The Fire Dept. will do a pancake 
breakfast and the money will go to PTSA.  We can add to our email blast/posting. 

Magnet Coordinator Report: Julie reported on the Magnet.  There have been a lot of 
schedule change requests, especially for PE.  The last day to change is Jan 15.   

The parent volunteers in the office are fine for now and there are many students helping.  
Bonnie is concerned about adult school and students completing the packets in a timely manner (they 
are being more strict now).  There is no word yet on summer school.  The school cannot recommend 
tutors but we could put names on our website (with a disclaimer).  Bonnie also mentioned a summer 
program called COSMOS from the UCs.   

At the end of January Julie will see a forecast for enrollment for the two magnets.  Less than 
30 students of the 500 in the STEMM SLC applied to the STEMM Magnet.  She is accepting walk in 
applications but she doesn’t know how it will work out.  There may be issues of the numbers of 
teachers and the number of classes they teach.  They would like to hire a magnet teacher who can 
teach AP Chem.  There is no word on a second coordinator or a clerk but may need to wait for 
enrollment numbers.  Orientations will have to be done for both magnets; perhaps parents could work 
up a few topics to talk about (tips, FAQ).  The traditional math placement testing may not be able to 
continue, but the math program in LAUSD is being overhauled so it is unclear what will happen.  We 
may not be able to have kids retake a class.    

There will be a Financial Aid workshop on Jan 23.  Teachers are appreciative of the iPads and 
other items we have bought.  Mr. Vicente is looking at reinstituting a language lab and found a 
computer lab that work (Room 104).  He tried an online exam and it went well and kept the students 
engaged.  He and Julie are going to a conference about apps for languages.  He felt a lab would be 
well used and kept up if it was used consistently.  It could also be a study space with printers, etc.  He 
would also like it to be an audio lab so that accents, etc. can be worked on but at the student’s own 
pace.  Jim will be starting a Technology Committee and first steps will be to look at Mark Twain’s, 
Windward, and the Archer School’s labs.  Mr. Vicente will work on what programs and files will 
work with what. 

Financial Report:  Lauri reported.  We purchased several items (iPads, books, etc.).  Lauri 
needs to coordinate with Joyce on some details.  The ending balance is $29,373.54 which is close to 
the GBC amount.  We are averaging only 30 families contributing (out of 400+).  We need to do 
better with our electronic face and define a big ticket item to push on (computer lab, iPad cart, …).  
Maintenance needs to be built into the costs.  Perhaps an article in the Oarsman would be a good idea.   

Technology Committee:   Email Jim if you are interested.  The goal would be to have a plan 
and spending money by May/June. 
 
Meeting adjourned 7:50 pm.  Next meeting 2/7/13   Submitted by Annette Mercer 


